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For all those who dare to love.



Looking deep into the religious traditions of the world, one learns that we 
need not fear these initiations, these times of breaking apart. The soul 

cannot grow or change without them. What the human ego or the human 
body experiences as traumas, the soul instantly recognizes as opportuni-
ties to shed what is no longer needed. When the heart is broken, the soul 
is released from its prior constellations. It begins the ancient process of 

dissolution, dismemberment, and new life. The soul rushes toward rebirth. 
This is not a comfortable process. But it is a normal one.

—Kimberley C. Patton, PhD



Dear Inner Astronaut, 

If you have found this little book in your possession, you are in 
the process of updating your inner operating system. Sometimes 
it can hurt like hell. The ‘you’ you have been until this moment has 
served you well and now there is a new you emerging. Some call it 
spiritual growth, initiation, or transformation. Call it whatever you 
want. Right now you are being asked to harness this life moment 
for your greatest healing, learning, and expansion. Pain is not your 
enemy. Pain is the spaceship you are boarding to explore the wide 
expanse of your inner universe—why you choose who you choose 
in love, and what love actually is. In this first of the Inner Astronaut 
Guide Series, you are your own inner astronaut. 

My intention in writing this series of books is to provide sup-
port in life’s most profound moments; be it heartbreak, death, sex, 
love, money, work, or major transition, I have found it rare to find 
relevant and helpful information that can speak to me in a way I 
can hear when life demands I inquire within. My intention with this 
particular book is to heal my own heart and inspire you to keep 
your heart open. The world needs more open hearts. My hope is 
that this guide will help you harness your current heartbreak to 
heal old patterns and beliefs that no longer serve you, and open 
you to a deeper, more unconditional experience of love and free-
dom. If your heart is being broken, let it break wide open. Pain, 
when truly surrendered to, will guide you home. You don’t have to 
believe me now. Just wait.

Love, 
Bristol
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WELCOME
Welcome to a timeless and universal rite of passage: heartbreak. I’m 

so sorry you are hurting. When my heart first broke, it felt like someone 
had punched through my vagina, pierced through all of my organs, tore 
out my heart, and smacked me with it. There is no such thing as hyperbole 
in heartbreak. You are a hero battling a dragon of mythic proportion. Treat 
this moment with respect and ignore anyone who thinks otherwise. 

This book will guide you through 21 days of loving support and practical 
tools to help you heal your heart after a breakup. I often refer to a “soul-
mate” which I define as a human I feel a special and profound connection 
to that powerfully serves my learning and growth. I also use the word “ego” 
to represent all aspects of mind, conscious or unconscious, that create the 
illusion of separation from our inherent wholeness, or authentic self. I like 
to play with the idea that our soul is here to play in this video game called 
life and our mind/body/heart is the video game controller, the tool through 
which we express. 

Whether you were rejected outright or given a vague “I love you but 
just can’t do this right now,” we will specifically explore healing from ro-
mantic love gone awry. We’ll begin by taking a moment to honor and sur-
render to your pain and end by learning to connect to your purpose and 
move forward from a place of wholeness. 

 Heartbreak is a real mindfuck. You may feel like screaming expletives 
out of your car window as a form of release. Do it. To properly heal and 
keep from lengthening the recovery time of this heartbreak by years or 
possibly lifetimes, you must harness this heartbreak for your growth and 
evolution right now. I hope you can feel my giant mama arms reaching out 
from within these words and squeezing you tight. I know it feels like the end 
of the world and life as you know it, but you are experiencing what every 
human has endured to become more open, wise, and loving; those Brené 
Brown calls “whole-hearted humans.” 



I hope this little book will serve as your companion as you discover the 
truth of who you really are. Rather than be destroyed by loss and grief, 
let your heart break open to the truth of unconditional love and radical 
acceptance. Allow yourself to harness your heartbreak with a deeper un-
derstanding of the matrix from which all things arise, an unconditional love 
beyond all dualities and all attachments—the “One Love” Bob Marley so 
eloquently sings about. 

Consider the possibility that people are attracted to those who will help 
them learn and grow spiritually, those that will help them evolve. So you and 
your love may have dovetailing patterns; in other words, you choose who 
you choose to trigger your unresolved issues (emotional baggage) so you 
can heal your shit and be truly free. True freedom is knowing your worth is 
inherent and consistent regardless of anything—or anyone—external. The 
deeper the wound, the more intense the connection. Every partner is an 
opportunity to discover yourself more deeply and open to the experience 
of unconditional love. 

For example, if someone is terrified of being abandoned, they may de-
velop a pattern of picking someone who is terrified of commitment. Or in 
my case, if I believe that finding my soulmate will make me free and ful-
filled, then I will find an emotionally unavailable soulmate to help me wake 
up to the truth. Freedom and fulfillment are an inside job. When you are 
experiencing the shock of heartbreak, this might seem like nonsense, but 
at a certain point when you come up for air from your distress, you will un-
derstand the pain you are feeling may connect to a belief you formed long 
ago. Often a belief around partnership is inherited from your parents and/
or cultural norms. Let’s heal this sucker once and for all. 

The more patient and loving you can be with yourself right now, the 
quicker you can heal. The annoying truth is that every human being we 
encounter is just a mirror reflecting back our relationship with ourselves. If 
we can get that one squared away, we will be all good, no matter what. Just 
keep breathing and reading. As you learn to love all the parts of yourself, 
the less you will perceive love as something separate and delivered in the 
form of another. Imagine choosing your next partner from this place of 
loving wholeness. 



Welcome to the brief window when all of your defenses are down and 
you can more clearly see the operating system you are currently running. 
Like any computer, we need to update the beliefs we carry. It is right now in 
this moment that you can update your software, the thoughts, ideas, and 
beliefs that you hold about yourself and the world. It is through the healing 
of this old code that we can let go of what no longer serves us and create a 
new reality. Take advantage of this time. It is a gift, albeit a brutally painful 
one, in disguise.



Day 1 :  Honor Your Pain

When love beckons to you, follow him, though his ways are 
hard and steep. And when his wings enfold you yield to him, 
though the sword hidden among his pinions may wound you. 
And when he speaks to you believe in him, though his voice 
may shatter your dreams as the north wind lays waste the 
garden.. ...All these things shall love do unto you that you may 
know the secrets of your heart, and in that knowledge be-
come a fragment of Life's heart. 

—Kahlil Gibran



This is Day One of harnessing your heartbreak. First, you must give 
yourself time to grieve. If your heartbreak happened suddenly and without 
any explanation, allow yourself time to be numb with shock. When you are 
ready, cry your tears. Honor your pain. Feel my hands tenderly but firmly 
holding both of your shoulders and looking straight into your fierce, tender 
eyes. Hear my voice telling you, “You didn’t do anything wrong. You went 
for it. You loved! You were all in. Fuck yeah.” 
 Today, do whatever feels supportive and comforting. Eat whatever 
you want, stay in bed and sleep, distract yourself with work, talk to your 
mother, avoid your mother, see a therapist, fire your therapist, play video 
games, or go to the movie theater in your sweats. Whatever your go-to 
numbing agent is, allow it to be okay as you go through the initial shock.  
Don’t argue or negotiate with your pain. Cry for as long and as hard and 
as messy as you must. Please don’t judge yourself as you go through this 
process, it only slows down the healing process and decorates the space of 
this hell.

Know that it is perfectly human to have dark thoughts of harming your-
self (or another), but if you believe these thoughts to the point of actually 
taking action or planning to take action, please call the 24-hour Suicide 
Prevention Hotline (1-800-273-8255) and ask for support. If you are a 
trans man or a trans woman, you can reach the Trans Lifeline at 1-877-
565-8860. If you are an LGBTQ youth (for 13–24 year olds), you can 
reach The Trevor Project at 1-866-488-7386.  Please trust that your 
mind and body can withstand whatever you are going through. Please do 
not hit the eject button on your life. There are resources out there to help 
you through this difficult time.



DAY 1 Exercise: 
Feel and breathe. 

If emotion is present I want you to allow it, welcome it even. It 
doesn’t matter which emotion it is. Even numbness can be wel-
come. Let it all be ok. Don’t know what you are feeling? Try this.

• Inhale 30%. Pause. Inhale 60%. Pause. Inhale 100%. Pause. 
Exhale out of your mouth completely. 
• Repeat three times. 
• Observe how you feel in your body and surrender to whatever 
emotion wants to be expressed right now by just breathing into 
it, writing it down, or talking about it with someone you trust. 



Day 2:  Surrender to Your Pain

Although many of us may think of ourselves as thinking crea-
tures that feel, biologically we are feeling creatures that think. 

—Jill Bolte-Taylor, Ph.D.



Give yourself permission to feel. Feel your feelings. I know it can seem 
terrifying to our rational mind and I, for one, had to go back to school at 
age 29 to learn how. I didn’t understand that feeling was the only way to 
experience the fulfillment and love I was seeking. Feeling it all. When the 
mind tries to take control because it is afraid of going nuts (Feelings?! Oh, 
no!), just breathe and trust, and go back to feeling. You are ok. It is ok. It 
won’t last. 

If you are having one of those days in bed where you just can’t do any-
thing, good on you. Call in sick, watch movies, cry, snot the day away. Find 
safe ways to feel the depth of your grief. Please, I beg of you, be a little dis-
cerning about what you watch. Try not to watch Nicholas Sparks (like I did) 
or any other romantic, lowercase love drivel that sells an idealized notion of 
relationships that will leave you feeling sad and empty. If possible, choose 
to watch something that feels uplifting. 

Imagine you are a surfer and right now the waves are gnarly. At times, 
you will eat shit and be forced underwater, and it will be hard to breathe. 
Don’t try to fight the ocean, just go limp and surrender. As you come up for 
air more often, you will begin to observe the thoughts and beliefs that are 
keeping you under water. Every emotion is neutral energy until we judge it 
or make it mean something about us. 

According to Harvard-trained neuroscientist Dr. Jill Bolte-Taylor, an 
emotion only lasts 90 seconds if we simply allow it to be felt. An emotion 
gets stuck, like a repeated piano note, when it is paired with a thought or 
belief about who you think you are. Beliefs may include the thought that 
you are unlovable, fat, ugly, bad, being punished, broken, too much, not 
enough, or insert psych diagnosis here.  For example, the belief that kept 
me stuck for days at a time was that I was sure he was the one. When real-
ity didn’t match my belief, I suffered. I judged myself as crazy. As you gain 
a tiny bit of distance from the emotion, try to observe the thoughts that 
trigger these waves of grief. If they keep coming back and don’t seem to 
get smaller, they are tied to a belief, which we will begin to heal. 



DAY 2 Exercise: 
Give Voice to Your Frustration

Every time you feel impatient with what is happening right now, 
take a deep breath and exhale loudly. You can grunt, growl, or 
scream. Do whatever you need to do to acknowledge your impa-
tience. If you have to do it in public or in yoga class, thank you—
you just, albeit awkwardly, gave others permission to feel. Re-
mind yourself that not having what you want right now doesn’t 
mean anything about what is to come. No one can tell the future. 
No one.



Day 3 :  Chi l l  on the Social  Media

Responding to cues from the hypothalamus, the pituitary 
gland releases norepinephrine, dopamine, phenylethylamine 
(a natural amphetamine), estrogen and testosterone. This 
chemical cocktail produces the euphoria of new love and be-
gins to normalize as the attachment hormones (vasopressin 
and oxytocin) kick in, typically six to 24 months into a relation-
ship. In much the same way that changes in the brain cause 
drug addicts to feel an intense, all-consuming draw to get and 
use drugs, limerence can drive people to extremes in the pur-
suit of the object of their affection. 

—David Sack, M.D. 



Ignore your social media. You are in rehab and going through withdraw-
al. Literally, there are chemicals in your brain compelling you to believe that 
your ex is the only thing in the world that will make you feel right again. It 
isn’t true, but knowing that doesn’t help at first. Texting, calling, and trolling 
your ex online is like a recovering heroin addict cuddling with their dealer. 
Please don’t torture yourself. 

Hormones are wreaking havoc throughout your body and your brain. 
You may be feeling a spectrum of emotion from intense pain, anger, sad-
ness, grief, judgment, numbness, self-pity, and panic. You are literally in 
rehab from a chemical more powerful than heroin. 

You, like billions of humans before you, will heal. What may feel im-
possible right now is inevitable. You are dealing with emotional reactions to 
some form of fear, some belief that you will never get what you want, or 
that something is wrong with you. In this moment, I want you to let it all be 
welcome. If you find yourself snorting social media, don’t beat yourself up. 
You aren’t going crazy; you are just “jonesing” for another high. 

DAY 3 Exercise: 
Write an Imaginary Email

Write the email or text you are dying to write and send it to 
yourself or to a friend. Don’t censor yourself. Let it out! (Try 
not to send it to your ex. If you do, it doesn’t really matter. 
No email or text is going to make, or not make, something 
happen.)



THANK YOU

Thank you for reading the first three chapters of the Inner Astronaut’s 
Guide to Harnessing Heartbreak. Thank you for bravely taking a space walk 
into your inner space. If you would like to further support in harnessing 
your heartbreak click here: http://www.innerastronauts.com/


